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Abstract
Pseudoscalar meson decay leads to an entangled state of charged leptons (µ, e) and massive neu-
trinos. Tracing out the neutrino degrees of freedom leads to a reduced density matrix for the charged
leptons whose off-diagonal elements reveal charged lepton oscillations. Although these decohere on
unobservably small time scales . 10−23s they indicate charged lepton mixing as a result of common
intermediate states. The charged lepton self energy up to one loop features flavor off-diagonal terms
responsible for charged lepton mixing: a dominant “short distance” contribution with W bosons
and massive neutrinos in the intermediate state, and a subdominant “large distance” contribution
with pseudoscalar mesons and massive neutrinos in the intermediate state. Mixing angle(s) are
GIM suppressed, and are momentum and chirality dependent. The difference of negative chirality
mixing angles near the muon and electron mass shells is θL(M
2
µ) − θL(M2e ) ∝ GF
∑
Uµjm
2
jU
∗
je
with mj the mass of the neutrino in the intermediate state. Recent results from TRIUMF, suggest
an upper bound θL(p
2 ≃ M2µ) − θL(p2 ≃ M2e ) < 10−14
(
MS/100MeV
)2
for one generation of a
heavy sterile neutrino with massMS . We obtain the wavefunctions for the propagating modes, and
discuss the relation between the lepton flavor violating process µ→ eγ and charged lepton mixing,
highlighting that a measurement of such process implies a mixed propagator µ, e. Furthermore
writing flavor diagonal vertices in terms of mass eigenstates yields novel interactions suggesting
further contributions to lepton flavor violating process as a consequence of momentum and chirality
dependent mixing angles.
PACS numbers: 14.60.Pq;13.15.+g;14.60.St
∗Electronic address: lal81@pitt.edu
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I. INTRODUCTION
Neutrino masses, mixing and oscillations are the clearest evidence yet of physics be-
yond the standard model [1–4]. Oscillations among three “active” neutrinos with δm2 =
10−4−10−3 eV2 for atmospheric and solar oscillations respectively have been firmly confirmed
experimentally (see the reviews[5]-[11]).
However, several experimental hints have been accumulating that cannot be interpreted
as mixing and oscillations among three “active” neutrinos with δm2 ≃ 10−4 − 10−3. Early
results from the LSND experiment[12] have recently been confirmed by MiniBooNE run-
ning in antineutrino mode[13] both suggesting the possibility of new “sterile” neutrinos
with δm2 ∼ eV2. The latest report from the MiniBooNE collaboration[14] on the com-
bined νµ → νe and νµ → νe appearance data is consistent with neutrino oscillations with
0.01 < ∆m2 < 1.0 eV2. This is consistent with the evidence from LSND antineutrino
oscillations[12], which bolsters the case for the existence of sterile neutrinos; however, com-
bined MiniBooNE/SciBooNE analysis[15] of the νµ disappearance data are consistent with
no short baseline disappearance of νµ. Recently, a re-examination of the antineutrino flux[16]
in anticipation of the Double Chooz reactor experiment resulted in a small increase in the
flux of about 3.5% for reactor experiments leading to a larger deficit of 5.7% suggesting
a reactor anomaly [17]. If this deficit is the result of neutrino mixing and oscillation with
baselines L . 10 − 100m, it requires the existence of at least one sterile neutrino with
δm2 & 1.5 eV2 and mixing amplitude sin2(2θ) ≃ 0.115[17]. Taken together these results
may be explained by models that incorporate one or more sterile neutrinos that mix with
the active ones[18]-[25] including perhaps non-standard interactions[26]; although, there is
some tension in the sterile neutrino interpretation of short-baseline anomalies[27]. A com-
prehensive review of short baseline oscillation experiments summarizes their interpretation
in terms of one or more generations of sterile neutrinos[28].
Recently it has been pointed out that the presence of sterile neutrinos may induce a
modification of the recently measured angle θ13 [29, 30].
Hints for the existence of sterile neutrinos also emerge from cosmology. The analysis
of the cosmic microwave background anisotropies by WMAP[31] suggests that the effective
number of neutrino species is Neff = 3.84 ± 0.40 and
∑
(mν) < 0.44 eV , suggesting the
case for sterile neutrino(s) with m . eV, however the recent results from (SPT), (ACT)[32]
and PLANCK[33] weaken the bounds considerably. Complementary cosmological data sug-
gests that Neff > 3 at the 95% confidence level[34], although accommodating an eV sterile
neutrino requires a reassessment of other cosmological parameters[35]. For recent reviews
on “light” sterile neutrinos see ref.[36]. Sterile neutrinos with masses in the ∼ keV range
may also be suitable warm dark matter candidates[37]-[42] and appealing models of sterile
neutrinos provide tantalizing mechanisms for baryogenesis[43].
These hints motivate several experimental proposals to search for sterile neutrinos (see
the reviews in ref.[36]). Various experimental searches have been proposed, such as Higgs
decay and matter interactions of relic sterile neutrinos[44], the end point of β-decay in
187Re with a value of Q = 2.5 keV[45, 46], electron capture decays of 163Ho →163 Dy[47]
and 8Li production and decay[48]. More recently, the focus has turned on the possible
new facilities at the “intensity frontier” such as project X at Fermilab[49], alternative high
intensity sources[36, 50] and recent proposals to study sterile-active oscillations with pion
and kaon decay at rest (DAR)[51, 52] or muons from a storage ring[53] as well as the
possibility of discrimination between heavy Dirac and Majorana sterile neutrinos via |∆L| =
2
2 processes in high luminosity experiments[54], which is summarized in a recent review[28].
Although the recently reported analysis of the phase II data of the Mainz Neutrino Mass
Experiment[55] found no evidence for a fourth neutrino state tightening the limits on the
mass and mixing of a fourth sterile species, the possibility of a heavy sterile species is
still actively explored[56, 57]. More recently the PIENU collaboration at TRIUMF[58] has
reported an upper limit on the neutrino mixing matrix element |Uei|2 ≤ 10−8 (90%C.L.) in
the neutrino mass region 60− 129MeV/c2.
In this article we focus on complementary consequences of sterile neutrinos in the form
of charged lepton mixing phenomena. The discussion of whether or not charged leptons
oscillate has been controversial[59]-[65], and more recently this question was addressed from
the point of view of coherence[66] highlighting that while oscillations are possible, they lead
to rapid decoherence and no observable effects. Muon-antimuon oscillations via massive
Majorana neutrinos have been studied in ref.[67], however, to the best or our knowledge
the issue of charged lepton (µ− e) mixing (we emphasize mixing over oscillations), has not
yet received the same level of attention. Although in ref.[68] charged lepton mixing and
oscillations as a consequence of neutrino mixing was studied in early Universe cosmology at
temperatures mµ ≪ T ≪ MW where it was argued that medium effects enhance charged
lepton mixing, the question of charged lepton mixing in vacuum and as a consequence of
possible new generations of sterile neutrinos has not yet been discussed in the literature and
is the main motivation of this article.
Furthermore we discuss the relationship between the lepton flavor violating decay µ→ eγ,
and charged lepton mixing in terms of self-energies and propagators that mix µ and e.
Charged lepton violation is the focus of current experimental searches[69, 70], and a recent
experimental proposal[71] to search for charged lepton flavor violation via the coherent
conversion process µ−N → e−N at Fermilab.
Goals: In this article we study both charged lepton oscillations and mixing as a con-
sequence of intermediate states of mixed massive neutrinos, and discuss the relationship
between charged lepton mixing and charged lepton flavor violating processes.
• a) Oscillations: In a recent article[72] (see also [73, 74]) we have provided a non-
perturbative quantum field theoretical generalization of the Weisskopf-Wigner method
to understand the correlated quantum state of charged leptons and neutrinos that con-
sistently describes pion/kaon decay in real time. Knowledge of this state allows us to
obtain the reduced density matrix for charged leptons by tracing out the neutrino de-
grees of freedom. The off diagonal density matrix elements in the flavor basis contains
all the information on charged lepton (µ, e) coherence and oscillations.
• b) Mixing: Charged lepton oscillations evidenced in the reduced density matrix are a
consequence of a common set of intermediate states that couple to the charged leptons.
We then study the charged current contribution to the one-loop self-energy which
couples charged leptons to an intermediate state of mixed massive neutrinos. The
self-energy unambiguously determines the propagating states and explicitly describe
charged lepton mixing. We obtain the mixed propagator, extracting the mixing angles
and analyze the propagating modes and their wavefunctions. These results motivate
us to address the relation between lepton flavor violating transitions such as µ → eγ
and charged lepton mixing.
Brief summary of results:
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• a:) The quantum state of charged leptons and neutrinos from (light) pseudoscalar
decay is a correlated entangled state from which we construct the corresponding (pure
state) density matrix. Under the condition that neutrinos are not observed, we trace
over their degrees of freedom leading to a reduced density matrix for the charged
leptons. Because we focus solely on decay of π,K these are µ, e. Integrating out the
unobserved neutrinos leads to a reduced density matrix that is off-diagonal in the flavor
basis. The off-diagonal matrix elements describe charged lepton mixing and exhibit
oscillations with typical frequency Eµ(k)−Ee(k) & O(mµ−me) ∼ mµ ∼ 1.6×1023s−1
which are unobservable over any experimentally relevant time scale and lead to rapid
decoherence. This conclusion agrees with a similar observation in ref.[66]. While these
fast oscillations lead to decoherence over microscopic time scales, we recognize that
the origin of these oscillations are a common set of intermediate states akin to neutral
meson oscillations.
• Recognizing that the origin of oscillations are intermediate states that are common to
both charged leptons we obtain the self-energy contributions and the full mixed prop-
agator for the µ, e system. Mixing is a direct result of charged current interactions
with intermediate neutrino mass eigenstates. As in the case of neutral meson mixing
we identify “short” and “long” distance contributions to the flavor off-diagonal self-
energies. The “short” distance contribution corresponds to the intermediate state of a
W± and neutrino mass eigenstates and is dominant, whereas the “long” distance con-
tribution is described by an intermediate state of π,K and a neutrino mass eigenstate.
We calculate explicitly the short distance and estimate the long distance contributions.
Unitarity of the neutrino mixing matrix entails a Glashow-Ilioupoulos-Maiani (GIM)
type mechanism that suppresses charged lepton mixing for light or nearly degenerate
neutrinos, thus favoring heavy sterile neutrinos as intermediate states.
• We obtain the flavor off-diagonal charged lepton propagator and analyze in detail the
propagating modes. µ − e mixing cannot be described solely in terms of a local off-
diagonal mass matrix but also off-diagonal kinetic terms which are four-momentum
dependent and contribute to off-shell processes. Mixing angles are GIM suppressed
and both chirality and four momentum dependent. The largest angle corresponds to
the negative chirality component, the difference in mixing angles near the muon and
electron mass shells is independent of the local renormalization counterterms and is
given by θL(M
2
µ)−θL(M2e ) ∝ GF
∑
j UµjU
∗
jem
2
j wheremj is the mass of the intermediate
neutrino. Therefore charged lepton mixing is dominated by intermediate states with
mixed heavy neutrinos. Assuming one generation of a heavy sterile neutrino with mass
MS and extrapolating recent results from TRIUMF[58] we obtain an upper bound
θL(M
2
µ) − θL(M2e ) . 10−14
(
MS/100MeV
)2
. We obtain the propagating eigenstates
of charged leptons via two complementary methods: by direct diagonalization of the
propagator and by field redefinitions followed by bi-unitary transformations, both
results agree and yield momentum and chirality dependent mixing angles which are
widely different on the respective mass shells.
• The relationship between charged lepton mixing and the lepton flavor violating decay
µ → eγ is discussed in terms of the mixed charged lepton self-energies and possible
observational effects in the form of further contributions to µ→ eγ are discussed. In
particular we argue that writing the flavor lepton fields in terms of the propagating
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modes in flavor diagonal interaction vertices leads to novel interactions that depend on
the difference of the mixing angles on the mass shells, this difference being independent
of the choice of local renormalization counterterms.
II. REDUCED DENSITY MATRIX: CHARGED LEPTON OSCILLATIONS
In ref.[72] the quantum field theoretical Weisskopf-Wigner (non-perturbative) method has
been implemented to obtain the quantum state resulting from the decay of a pseudoscalar
meson M , (pion or kaon). It is found that such state is given by (see [72] for details and
conventions),
|M−~p (t))〉 = e−iEM (p)te−ΓM (p)
t
2 |M−~p (0)〉 − |Ψl,ν(t)〉 (II.1)
where |Ψl,ν(t)〉 is the entangled state of charged leptons and neutrinos given by
|Ψl,ν(t)〉 =
∑
j,α,~q,h,h′
{
Uαj Cαj(~k, ~q, h, h
′; t)|l−α (h,~k)〉 |νj(h′,−~q)〉
}
; ~k = ~p+ ~q , (II.2)
where
Cα,j(~k, ~q, h, h
′; t) = ΠαjMαj(~k, ~q, h, h′)Fαj[~k, ~q; t] e−i(Eα(k)+Ej(q))t (II.3)
with
Fαj[~q, ~p, h, h′; t] =
[
1− e−i(ErM (p)−Eα(k)−Ej(q)−iΓM2 )t
ErM (p)−Eα(k)− Ej(q)− iΓM2
]
(II.4)
and Mα,j(~k, ~q, h, h′),Πα,j(q, k) are the production matrix elements and phase space factors
respectively,
Mα,j(~k, ~q, h, h′) = FM Uα,h(~k)γµLVj,h′(~q)pµ (II.5)
Πα,j(q, k) =
1√
8V EM(p)Eα(k)Ej(q)
(II.6)
In these expressions FM is the pion or kaon decay constant, U ;Vj,h′(~q) are the spinors
corresponding to the charged lepton α and the neutrino mass eigenstate j (for notation and
details see ref.[72]). The leptonic density matrix that describes the pure quantum entangled
state of neutrinos and charged leptons is given by
ρl,ν(t) = |Ψl,ν(t)〉〈Ψl,ν(t)| (II.7)
If the neutrinos are not observed their degrees of freedom must be traced out in the
density matrix, the resulting density matrix is no longer a pure state,
ρRl (t) = Trνρl,ν(t) =
∑
j,α,···
∑
j′,β,···
Uαj U
∗
jβCα,jC
∗
β,j|l−α 〉〈l−β |〈νj |νj′〉 , (II.8)
where 〈νj |νj′〉 = δjj′.
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Considering only light pseudoscalar decay π,K, the only charged leptons available are
µ, e. For a fixed helicity h and momentum ~k of the charged leptons the reduced density
matrix is given by
ρRl (t) = ρee(h,
~k, t)|e−
h,~k
〉 〈e−
h,~k
|+ ρµµ(h,~k, t)|µ−h,~k〉 〈µ
−
h,~k
| (II.9)
+ ρeµ(h,~k, t)|e−h,~k〉 〈µ
−
h,~k
|+ ρµ,e(h,~k, t)|µ−h,~k〉 〈e
−
h,~k
|
The diagonal density matrix elements in the µ, e basis describe the population of the
produced charged leptons whereas the off-diagonal elements describe the coherences. The
diagonal matrix elements ραα , α = µ, e are given by
ρRαα(t) =
∑
j
|Uα,j|2 BRM→lανj
[
1− e−ΓM t] ; α = µ, e (II.10)
where BR are the branching ratios ΓM→lα νj/ΓM and we have used some results obtained
in ref.[72]. The off diagonal elements do not have a simple expression, however the most
important aspect for the discussion is that these density matrix elements are of the form
ρRµe =
∑
j
Uµj U
∗
jeCµ,jC
∗
e,j ; ρ
R
eµ = (ρ
R
µe)
∗ , (II.11)
where the coefficients Cα,j are given by (II.3-II.6). These matrix elements describe the
process M → ανj followed by a “recombination”-type process Mνj → β thereby suggesting
the intermediate state Mνj common to both matrix elements. For ΓM t ≫ 1 the reduced
density matrix (for fixed h, k) in the charged lepton basis is of the form
ρR =
[
Aee Aµee
−i(Eµ(k)−Ee(k))t
Aeµe
i(Eµ(k)−Ee(k))t Aµµ
]
, (II.12)
This tells us that there will be µ ⇔ e oscillations. However, these oscillations occur
with large frequencies Eµ(k) − Ee(k) & O(mµ −me) ∼ mµ ∼ 1.6 × 1023s−1 and are unob-
servable over any experimentally relevant time scale. This conclusion agrees with a similar
observation in ref.[66].
Although these oscillations average out over relevant time scales and are experimentally
unobservable, an important issue is their origin. The mixing between charged leptons arises
from the fact that they share common intermediate states, in the case studied above the
common intermediate state corresponds to a pseudoscalar meson and a neutrino mass eigen-
state.
Two aspects are important in the off diagonal terms in (II.11) whose long time limit
defines Aµe: a) from the expression (II.11) it follows that Aµe ∝ F 2M and b) if all the
neutrino states are degenerate the off diagonal terms vanish because the Cα,j would be the
same for all j and
∑
j UµjU
∗
je = 0 by unitarity of the mixing matrix. This cancellation for
massless or degenerate neutrinos is akin to the GIM mechanism.
From this point of view the physical origin of the oscillations is found in mixing of
the charged leptons from the fact that they share common intermediate states. This is
in fact similar to the oscillations and mixing through radiative corrections with common
intermediate states in the K0K0 system. The obvious difference with this system is that, in
absence of weak interactions, K0 and K0 are degenerate and this degeneracy is lifted by the
coupling to the (common) intermediate states, leading to oscillations on long time scales.
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The conclusion of this discussion is that charged lepton oscillations are a result of their
mixing via a set of common intermediate states. The off-diagonal density matrix elements
are of O(F 2M), these are the lowest order corrections in a perturbative expansion, therefore
they do not reveal the full structure of the mixing phenomenon.
If charged leptons mix via a common set of intermediate states, the correct propagating
degrees of freedom are described by poles in the full charged lepton propagator which requires
the self-energy correction. Such self-energy will reflect the mixing through the intermediate
states. Whereas oscillations average out the off-diagonal density matrix on short time scales,
the main physical phenomenon of mixing is manifest in the true propagating modes, namely
the poles in the propagator which now becomes an off diagonal matrix in flavor space.
III. CHARGED LEPTON MIXING:
We argued above that lepton mixing is a consequence of an intermediate meson/neutrino
state which couples to both charged leptons. The intermediate meson state is a low energy
or “long distance” representation of the coupling of charged leptons to quarks via charged
current interactions and is akin to the mixing between K0K0 via intermediate states with
two and three pions. This “long distance” (low energy) contribution to the charged lepton
self energy is depicted in fig. (1).
M−
νj
l−α
l−β
FIG. 1: Long distance contribution: intermediate state with νj and M = pi,K.
This is a low energy representation of physical process in which a lepton couples to an
intermediate W vector boson and a neutrino mass eigenstate, followed by the decay of the
(off-shell) W into quark-antiquark pairs with the quantum numbers of the pseudoscalar
mesons. Therefore we also expect a short distance contribution in which the intermediate
state corresponds simply to the exchange of a W boson and a neutrino mass eigenstate. This
contribution to the charged lepton self-energy is depicted in fig. (2).
We shall calculate both self-energy diagrams to properly ascertain each contribution to
the full charged lepton propagator.
However, before carrying out the detailed calculations we point out that there are also
electromagnetic and neutral current contributions to the self-energies. However these are
flavor diagonal, thus while they will both contribute to the self-energies, only the charged
current contributions ( long and short distance) lead to off diagonal self energies which lead
to charged lepton mixing. Furthermore, both long and short distance self-energies are of the
general form
Σαβ ∝
∑
j
Uαj Sj U
∗
jβ (III.1)
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νj
l−α
l−β
W−
FIG. 2: Short distance contribution: intermediate state with νj and W
−.
where Sj is the propagator of neutrino mass eigenstates, therefore unitarity of the mixing
matrix
∑
j UαjU
∗
jβ = δαβ leads to a GIM (Glashow-Ilioupoulos-Maiani) type-suppression of
the off-diagonal matrix elements: if all the neutrinos in the loop are degenerate, unitarity en-
tails that there is no off-diagonal contribution to the self-energy, furthermore, this argument
also suggests that the off-diagonal terms will be dominated by the most massive neutrino
state.
Therefore charged lepton mixing is a consequence of off-diagonal components of the self-
energy matrix, which results in an off-diagonal propagator for e−µ leptons as a consequence
of common neutrino mass eigenstates in intermediate states. If the neutrinos are either
massless or degenerate the unitarity of the mixing matrix leads to vanishing off-diagonal
matrix elements and no mixing.
A. Short distance contribution:
We begin by computing the self energy contribution from W exchange depicted in fig.
(2). Throughout this calculation, we shall be working in the physical unitary gauge and in
dimensional regularization. Upon passing to the basis of mass eigenstates that define the
neutrino propagators, ψνα =
∑
j Uαjψj the charged current contribution to the self energy
matrix is given by
−iΣαβ =
(−ig√
2
)2∑
j
∫
d4k
(2π)4
UαjγµL
(
i(/k +mj)
k2 −m2j + iǫ
)
U∗βjγνL

−i
(
gµν − kµkν
M2
W
)
(p− k)2 −M2W

 (III.2)
where L,R = (1∓ γ5)/2 respectively.
This integral is calculated in dimensional regularization. We introduce a renormalization
scale κ which we choose κ = MW thus renormalizing at the W − pole, and define
∆j = −p2x(1− x) +m2jx+M2W (1− x) , (III.3)
separating explicitly the divergent and finite parts in the MS scheme we find
Σαβ(p) = /pL
[∑
j
UαjU
∗
jβ
∫ 1
0
[
Idj (p
2; x) + Ifj (p
2; x)
]
dx
]
(III.4)
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where
Idj (p
2; x) = −g
2M−ǫW
2(4π)2
(1− x)
[
2 +
3∆j
M2W
+ (1− x)2 p
2
M2W
](
2
ǫ
− γ + ln 4π
)
(III.5)
Ifj (p
2; x) =
g2M−ǫW
2(4π)2
(1− x)
[(
2 +
3∆j
M2W
+ (1− x)2 p
2
M2W
)
ln
∆j
M2W
+
2xm2j
M2W
]
. (III.6)
Unitarity of the neutrino mixing matrix in the form
∑
j UαjU
∗
jβ = δαβ leads to GIM-like
cancellations in both the divergent and the finite parts for the off-diagonal components of
the self-energy matrix. Therefore for α 6= β we find
Σαβ(p) = /pL
[
zdαβ + z
f
αβ(p
2)
]
, (III.7)
where
zdαβ = −
g2M−ǫW
64π2
∑
j
UαjU
∗
jβ
m2j
M2W
(
2
ǫ
− γ + ln 4π
)
; α 6= β (III.8)
and
zfαβ(p
2) =
g2M−ǫW
32π2
∑
j
UαjU
∗
jβ
∫ 1
0
{[
2 +
3∆j
M2W
+ (1− x)2 p
2
M2W
]
ln
(
∆j
M2W
)
+
2m2j
M2W
x
}
(1− x) dx ; α 6= β . (III.9)
B. Long distance contribution:
We now turn our attention to the intermediate state described by the exchange of a
π/K meson and a neutrino mass eigenstate. This is the state that suggested charged lepton
mixing from the density matrix treatment in the previous section. A difficulty arises in the
calculation of the meson exchange because in order to properly describe the coupling between
the meson and the charged lepton and neutrinos we would need the full off-shell form factor
FM(q
2) which is a function of the loop momentum since the meson is propagating off its
mass shell in the intermediate state. Clearly this is very difficult to include in a reliable
calculation, therefore we restrict our study to an estimate of this contribution obtained by
simply using the on-shell value of the form factor, namely the meson decay constant FM in
order to obtain an admittedly rough assessment of its order of magnitude.
Under this approximation the contribution to the self-energy matrix from this interme-
diate state is given by
−iΣMαβ = F 2M
∑
j
U∗αjUβj
∫
d4k
(2π)4
(/p− /k)L
(
i(/k +mj)
k2 −m2j + iǫ
)
(/p− /k)L
(
i
(p− k)2 −M2M + iǫ
)
(III.10)
where MM is the meson mass. The width of the meson may be incorporated via a Breit-
Wigner approximation MM → MM − iΓM/2, however this will only yield a contribution
which is higher order in GF .
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The calculation is performed in dimensional regularization, choosing the renormalization
scale κ = MW as for the short distance contribution, introducing
δj = −p2x(1− x) +m2jx+M2M(1− x) , (III.11)
and separating the divergent and finite parts in the MS scheme we find
Σαβ(p) = /pL
[∑
j
UαjU
∗
jβ
∫ 1
0
[
Jdj (p
2; x) + Jfj (p
2; x)
]
dx
]
, (III.12)
where
Jdj (p
2; x) = −M
2−ǫ
W F
2
M
(4π)2
(
δj(1 + 3x)− (1− x)x2p2
)(2
ǫ
− γ + ln 4π
)
, (III.13)
Jfj (p
2; x) =
M2−ǫW F
2
M
(4π)2
[
2x2
δj
M2W
+
(
(1− x)x2 p
2
M2W
− (1 + 3x) δj
M2W
)
ln
δj
M2W
]
. (III.14)
For the off-diagonal matrix elements, unitarity of the neutrino mixing matrix leads to GIM
type cancellations as in the short distance case, therefore for α 6= β we find
Σαβ(p) = /pL
[
ςdαβ + ς
f
αβ(p
2)
]
, (III.15)
where
ςdαβ = −3
M2−ǫW F
2
M
32π2
∑
j
UαjU
∗
jβ
m2j
M2W
(
2
ǫ
− γ + ln 4π
)
; α 6= β (III.16)
ςfαβ(p
2) =
M2−ǫW F
2
M
16π2
∑
j
UαjU
∗
jβ
∫ 1
0
[
2x2
δj
M2W
+
(
(1−x)x2 p
2
M2W
−(1+3x) δj
M2W
)
ln
δj
M2W
]
dx ; α 6= β
(III.17)
However, with FM ∝ GFfπ,K and fπ,K ∼ 100MeV it follows that
F 2M M
2
W ∝ g2
(gfπ,k
MW
)2
∼ 10−8g2 (III.18)
therefore the long distance contribution is negligible as compared to the short distance
contribution and to leading order the off-diagonal components of the self energy are given
by eqns. (III.7- III.9).
As noted previously unitarity of the neutrino mixing matrix entails that the flavor off
diagonal matrix elements of the self-energy vanish either for vanishing or degenerate neutrino
masses. Obviously the contribution from light active-like neutrinos is strongly suppressed by
the ratios m2j/M
2
W , hence these off-diagonal matrix elements are dominated by the heaviest
species of sterile neutrinos.
Thus charged lepton mixing is enhanced by intermediate states with heavy sterile neutri-
nos. This is one of the main results of this article.
If even the heaviest generation of sterile neutrinos feature masses mj ≪ MW and for
p2 ≪M2W the following order of magnitude for the off-diagonal component zµe is obtained
zµe ≃ GF
4π2
∑
j
UαjU
∗
jβ m
2
j , (III.19)
as it will be seen below this estimate determines the mixing angles up to kinematic factors.
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IV. FULL PROPAGATOR: MIXING ANGLES AND PROPAGATING MODES.
A. Full propagator and mixing angles:
To treat µ, e mixing it is convenient to introduce a flavor doublet
Ψ =
(
ψµ
ψe
)
, (IV.1)
The general structure of the self-energy is of the form
Σ(p) =
[
zL(p
2)/p+ δML(p
2)
]
L+
[
zR(p
2)/p+ δMR(p
2)
]
R . (IV.2)
The neutral current interactions contributes generally to the right and left components of
the self-energy but are diagonal in flavor and so are the electromagnetic contributions. The
V − A nature of the charged current interactions is such that their contribution is only of
the form zL(p
2)/pL and is the only contribution that yields flavor off-diagonal terms and are
ultimately responsible for µ− e mixing. To cancel the poles in ǫ in the self-energy we allow
counterterms in the bare Lagrangian
Lct = Ψ(δZct − 1)/pΨ+ΨδMΨ+ h.c. . (IV.3)
The full propagator S now becomes a 2× 2 matrix which is the solution of[
/p1+ /p(δZct − 1)−Σ(p)−M
]
S = 1 (IV.4)
where the boldfaced quantities are 2× 2 matrices and
M =
(
Mµ 0
0 Me
)
. (IV.5)
In what follows we will assume that that M contains the renormalized masses and we will
neglect finite momentum dependent contributions toM since these will only generate higher
order corrections to the mixing matrix as will become clear below.
We will choose the counterterm (δZct − 1) in the MS scheme to cancel the term zdαβ in
eqn. (III.7). Therefore equation (IV.4) becomes[
/pZ
−1
L L+ /pZ
−1
R R−M
]
S = 1 (IV.6)
where
Z−1L,R = 1− zfL,R(p2) . (IV.7)
The leading contribution to the off-diagonal matrix elements is given by the “short-distance”
term eqn. (III.9).
Multiplying on the left both sides of (IV.6) by /p+MZR L+MZLR and writing the full
propagator as
S = RSR + LSL (IV.8)
where
SR = AR(p
2)
[
/p+BR(p
2)
]
(IV.9)
SL = AL(p
2)
[
/p+BL(p
2)
]
(IV.10)
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we find (
p2 Z−1R −MZLM
)
AR(p
2) = 1 (IV.11)(
p2 Z−1L −MZRM
)
AL(p
2) = 1 (IV.12)
and the conditions
BR(p
2) =MZL(p
2) ; BL(p
2) =MZR(p
2) . (IV.13)
In what follows we will neglect CP violating phases in Uαj with the purpose of studying
µ− e mixing in the simplest case. Under these approximations we find
I): The solution for AR(p
2) in eqn. (IV.11) is obtained as follows. Consider the diago-
nalization of the inverse propagator
p2 Z−1R −MZLM =
1
2
[
QRµ (p
2)+QRe (p
2)
]
1− λR(p
2)
2
(
cos 2 θR(p
2) sin 2 θR(p
2)
sin 2 θR(p
2) − cos 2 θR(p2)
)
(IV.14)
where
QRα (p
2) = p2
[
Z−1R
]
αα
−M2µ
[
ZL
]
αα
; α = µ ; e (IV.15)
and
λR(p
2) =
[(
QRµ (p
2)−QRe (p2)
)2
+ 4
(
MµMe z
f
L,µe(p
2)
)2] 12
. (IV.16)
To leading order we find the mixing angle to be given by
tan 2 θR(p
2) =
2MµMe z
f
L,µe(p
2)
M2µ −M2e
. (IV.17)
The matrix above can be diagonalized by a unitary transformation
U [θ] =
(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)
(IV.18)
in terms of the mixing angle θR(p
2), namely
U [θR(p2)]
[
p2 Z−1R −MZLM
]
U−1[θR(p2)] =
(
QRµ (p
2)− ̺R(p2) 0
0 QRe (p
2) + ̺R(p
2)
)
(IV.19)
where to leading order
̺R(p
2) =
1
2
(M2µ −M2e ) tan2 2θR(p2) , (IV.20)
leading to the result
AR(p
2) = U−1[θR(p2)]
(
1
QRµ (p
2)−̺R(p2)+iǫ
0
0 1
QRe (p
2)+̺R(p2)+iǫ
)
U [θR(p2)] , (IV.21)
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which (to leading order) simplifies to
AR(p
2) ≃ U−1[θR(p2)]
(
ZRµµ(p
2)
p2−M2µ(p
2)−̺R(p2)+iǫ
0
0 Z
R
ee(p
2)
p2−M2e (p
2)+̺R(p2)+iǫ
)
U [θR(p2)] . (IV.22)
In the above expressionsM2µ(p
2),M2e (p
2) include the finite renormalization from the diagonal
contributions of the self-energy matrix which have not been calculated here, furthermore
the residues at the poles (wave-function renormalization) are also finite since the (local)
divergent contributions are canceled by the counterterm.
Therefore SR can be written in the basis that diagonalizes the kinetic term
U [θR(p2)]SR U−1[θR(p2)] =


ZRµµ(p
2)
[
/p+bRµµ(p
2)
]
p2−M2µ(p
2)−̺R(p2)+iǫ
ZRµµ(p
2) bRµe(p
2)
p2−M2µ(p
2)−̺R(p2)+iǫ
ZRee(p
2) bReµ(p
2)
p2−M2e (p
2)+̺R(p2)+iǫ
ZRee(p
2)
[
/p+bRee(p
2)
]
p2−M2e (p
2)+̺R(p2)+iǫ

 , (IV.23)
where
bR(p2) = U [θR(p2)]MZL(p2)U−1[θR(p2)] . (IV.24)
II):We proceed in the same manner forAL(p
2), namely consider diagonalizing the inverse
propagator
p2 Z−1L −MZRM =
1
2
[
QLµ(p
2)+QLe (p
2)
]
1− λL(p
2)
2
(
cos 2 θL(p
2) sin 2 θL(p
2)
sin 2 θL(p
2) − cos 2 θL(p2)
)
(IV.25)
where
QLµ(p
2) = p2
[
Z−1L
]
αα
−M2µ
[
ZR
]
αα
; α = µ ; e (IV.26)
and
λL(p
2) =
[(
QLµ(p
2)−QLe (p2)
)2
+ 4
(
p2 zfL,µe(p
2)
)2] 12
. (IV.27)
Again, to leading order we find the mixing angle to be given by
tan 2 θL(p
2) =
2p2 zfL,µe(p
2)
M2µ −M2e
. (IV.28)
The matrix above can be diagonalized by the unitary transformation (IV.18) now in terms
of the mixing angle θL(p
2), namely
U [θL(p2)]
[
p2 Z−1L −MZRM
]
U−1[θL(p2)] =
(
QLµ(p
2)− ̺L(p2) 0
0 QLe (p
2) + ̺L(p
2)
)
, (IV.29)
where to leading
̺L(p
2) =
1
2
(M2µ −M2e ) tan2 2θL(p2) (IV.30)
leading to the result
AL(p
2) = U−1[θL(p2)]
(
1
QLµ (p
2)−̺L(p2)+iǫ
0
0 1
QLe (p
2)+̺L(p2)+iǫ
)
U [θL(p2)] , (IV.31)
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Neglecting the diagonal contributions to mass renormalization, but keeping the (finite)
wave function renormalizations, the result (IV.31) simplifies to
AL(p
2) ≃ U−1[θL(p2)]
(
ZLµµ(p
2)
p2−M2µ(p
2)−̺L(p2)+iǫ
0
0 Z
L
ee(p
2)
p2−M2e (p
2)+̺L(p2)+iǫ
)
U [θL(p2)] , (IV.32)
Just as in the previous case, M2µ(p
2),M2e (p
2) include the finite contribution from mass
terms in the self energy and the residues at the poles are also finite, the local, divergent
contribution being canceled by the counterterm.
The component SL can now be written as
U [θL(p2)]SL U−1[θL(p2)] =


ZLµµ(p
2)
[
/p+bLµµ(p
2)
]
p2−M2µ(p
2)−̺L(p2)+iǫ
ZLµµ(p
2) bLµe(p
2)
p2−M2µ(p
2)−̺L(p2)+iǫ
ZLee(p
2) bReµ(p
2)
p2−M2e (p
2)+̺L(p2)+iǫ
ZLee(p
2)
[
/p+bLee(p
2)
]
p2−M2e (p
2)+̺L(p2)+iǫ

 , (IV.33)
where
bL(p2) = U [θL(p2)]MZR(p2)U−1[θL(p2)] . (IV.34)
An important aspect is that the mixing angles θR(p
2), θL(p
2) not only are different for
the R,L components a consequence of the V − A nature of charged currents, but also that
they feature very different momentum dependence,
θR(p
2) ≃ Me
Mµ
zfL,µe(p
2) ; θL(p
2) ≃ p
2
M2µ
zfL,µe(p
2) (IV.35)
Near the muon mass shell p2 ≃ M2µ it follows that θL ≫ θR, for near the electron mass
shell p2 ≃ M2e it follows that θR ≫ θL. Off-shell, for virtuality p2 ≫ M2µ mixing of the L
component becomes dominant.
In general the transformations that diagonalize the kinetic terms /p for both the positive
and negative chirality components do not diagonalize the mass terms. In the basis in which
the kinetic terms are diagonal the pole-structure of the propagator is revealed and the
propagating modes can be read-off. This basis, however, does not diagonalize the mass
term of the propagator and attempting to diagonalize the latter either via a unitary or a
bi-unitary transformation will lead to an off diagonal matrix multiplying the kinetic term.
A similar situation has been found in different contexts[75–77].
B. Propagating modes: the effective Dirac equation:
The nature of the propagating modes is best illuminated by solving the effective Dirac
equation for the flavor doublet, which corresponds to the zeroes of the inverse propagator,
namely [
/pZ
−1
L L+ /pZ
−1
R R−M
]
Ψ(p) = 0 , (IV.36)
with Ψ a spinor doublet,
Ψ =
(
ξR
ξL
)
; ξR,L =
(
ξR,Lµ
ξR,Le
)
. (IV.37)
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It is convenient to work in the chiral representation and expand the positive and negative
chirality components in the helicity basis
~σ · ~p|~p|vh(~p) = hvh(~p) ; h = ±1 (IV.38)
in terms of which the spinor flavor doublet
Ψ(p) =
∑
h
vh ⊗
(
ξRh
ξLh
)
, (IV.39)
where ξR,Lh are flavor doublets that obey the following equations
Z−1L (p0 + p h)ξ
L
h +Mξ
R
h = 0 (IV.40)
Z−1R (p0 − p h)ξRh +MξLh = 0 . (IV.41)
The positive and negative energy and helicity components are given by (p ≡ |~p|)
(
ξR
−ZLM
p0+p
ξR
)
; p0 > 0; h = 1 ;
( −ZRM
p0+p
ξL
ξL
)
; p0 > 0, h = −1 (IV.42)(
ZRM
|p0|+p
ξL
ξL
)
; p0 < 0; h = 1 ;
(
ξR
ZLM
|p0|+p
ξR
)
; p0 < 0, h = −1 . (IV.43)
The flavor doublets obey (
p2 Z−1R −MZLM
)
ξR(p) = 0 (IV.44)(
p2 Z−1L −MZRM
)
ξL(p) = 0 , (IV.45)
using (IV.19, IV.29) we find that the rotated doublets
U [θR(p2)]
(
ξRµ (p)
ξRe (p)
)
=
(
ϕR1 (p)
ϕR2 (p)
)
; U [θL(p2)]
(
ξLµ (p)
ξLe (p)
)
=
(
ϕL1 (p)
ϕL2 (p)
)
(IV.46)
obey the following equation(
QRµ (p
2)− ̺R(p2) 0
0 QRe (p
2) + ̺R(p
2)
)(
ϕR1 (p)
ϕR2 (p)
)
= 0 (IV.47)
(
QLµ(p
2)− ̺L(p2) 0
0 QLe (p
2) + ̺L(p
2)
)(
ϕL1 (p)
ϕL2 (p)
)
= 0 . (IV.48)
Neglecting perturbative renormalization of the µ, e masses, for p2 ≃ M2µ the propagating
modes correspond to ϕR,L1 6= 0 ; ϕR,L2 = 0 and the mixing angles for R,L components are
θR,L(M
2
µ) respectively, with
θR(M
2
µ) ≃
Me
Mµ
zfL,µe(M
2
µ) ; θL(M
2
µ) ≃ zfL,µe(M2µ) (IV.49)
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defining the µ-like propagating modes(
ξLµ (p)
ξLe (p)
)
= ϕL1 (p)
(
cos θL(M
2
µ)
sin θL(M
2
µ)
)
;
(
ξRµ (p)
ξRe (p)
)
= ϕR1 (p)
(
cos θR(M
2
µ)
sin θR(M
2
µ)
)
(IV.50)
Similarly for p2 ≃ M2e the propagating modes near the electron mass shell correspond to
ϕR,L2 6= 0 ; ϕR,L1 = 0 and the mixing angles for R,L components are θR,L(M2µ) respectively,
with
θR(M
2
e ) ≃
Me
Mµ
zfL,µe(M
2
e ) ; θL(M
2
e ) ≃
M2e
M2µ
zfL,µe(M
2
e ) (IV.51)
defining the relation between the flavor doublets and the propagating modes on the respective
mass shells, namely(
ξLµ (p)
ξLe (p)
)
= ϕL2 (p)
( − sin θL(M2e )
cos θL(M
2
e )
)
;
(
ξRµ (p)
ξRe (p)
)
= ϕR2 (p)
( − sin θR(M2e )
cos θR(M
2
e )
)
(IV.52)
The expressions (IV.50,IV.52) combined with (IV.42,IV.43) give a complete description of
the propagating modes.
C. Alternative diagonalization procedure.
The quadratic part of the effective action in terms of the flavor doublet (IV.1) and after
renormalization is
Leff = ΨR /p Z−1R ΨR +ΨL /p Z−1L ΨL −ΨRMΨL −ΨLMΨR (IV.53)
In this expression ZR,L are finite because the renormalization counterterms cancelled the
divergent parts. These finite wavefunction renormalization matrices can be absorbed into a
finite but four-momentum dependent renormalization of the Dirac fields, so that the kinetic
terms are canonical, namely
ΨR,L(p) = ηR,L(p)
√
ZR,L(p) ; ΨR,L(p) =
√
ZR,L(p) ηR,L(p) , (IV.54)
leading to
Leff = ηR/p ηR + ηL/p ηL − ηRM(p)ηL − ηLM†(p) ηR , (IV.55)
we emphasize that because ZL features off-diagonal terms, the above transformation is not
only a simple rescaling but also a mixing between the µ, e fields.
The mass matrices
M(p) =
√
ZR(p) M
√
ZL(p) ; M†(p) =
√
ZL(p) M
√
ZR(p) (IV.56)
feature off diagonal terms from ZL and are momentum dependent. They can be diagonalized
by biunitary transformations, namely introducing the unitary matrices VR,L as
ηR,L = VR,LΦR,L ; ηR,L = ΦR,L V†R,L (IV.57)
these matrices are momentum dependent and diagonalize the mass matrices,
V†RMVL =Md ; V†LM† VR =Md (IV.58)
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where Md is a diagonal but momentum dependent “mass” matrix. It is straightforward to
prove that
V†RMM† VR =M2d = V†LM†MVL . (IV.59)
Projecting the Dirac equation obtained from the effective action (IV.53) onto left and right
handed components we find[
p2 −M†M]ηL = 0 ; [p2 −MM†]ηR = 0 (IV.60)
which are diagonalized by the unitary transformation (IV.57) with the property (IV.59).
Obviously the position of the mass shells which are determined by the zeroes of the deter-
minant of the operators in the brackets are the same as those obtained from the un-scaled
Dirac equations (IV.44,IV.45) a result that is straightforwardly confirmed.
The µ-like and e-like eigenvectores are
ΦR(p) = ϕ
R
1 (p)
(
1
0
)
for p2 =M2µ + · · · ; ΦR(p) = ϕR2 (p)
(
0
1
)
for p2 = M2e + · · · (IV.61)
where the dots stand for the radiative corrections to the masses. After straightforward
algebra we find to leading order
VR[δR] =
(
cos δR − sin δR
sin δR cos δR
)
; δR(p) ≃
MµMe z
f
L,µe(p
2)
M2µ −M2e
≃ Me
Mµ
zfL,µe(p
2) (IV.62)
which is exactly the same as the rotation angle for the right handed component θR(p) given
by eqn. (IV.17) when evaluated on the mass shells p2 ≃M2µ ; p2 ≃M2e respectively.
For the left handed component the µ-like and e-like eigenvectores are
ΦL(p) = ϕ
L
1 (p)
(
1
0
)
for p2 =M2µ + · · · ; ΦR(p) = ϕL2 (p)
(
0
1
)
for p2 =M2e + · · · (IV.63)
and again to leading order we find
VL[δL] =
(
cos δL − sin δL
sin δL cos δL
)
; δL(p) ≃ 1
2
(
M2µ +M
2
e
M2µ −M2e
)
zfL,µe(p
2) . (IV.64)
We are now in position to reverse the re-scaling and unitary transformation to obtain the
relation between the original µ, e fields and the fields that diagonalize the effective action,
namely from (IV.54), and (IV.57) it follows that
ΨR,L =
(
ξR,Lµ
ξR,Le
)
=
√
ZR,L VR,LΦR,L . (IV.65)
Since ZR is diagonal, we find to leading order
(
ξRµ (p)
ξRe (p)
)
p2≃M2µ
≃ ϕR1 (p)
(
1
θR(M
2
µ)
)
;
(
ξRµ (p)
ξRe (p)
)
p2≃M2e
≃ ϕR2 (p)
( −θR(M2e )
1
)
. (IV.66)
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The matrix ZL is off-diagonal so that to leading order it follows that
√
ZL(p) =
(
1 + · · · 1
2
zfL,µe(p
2)
1
2
zfL,µe(p
2) 1 + · · ·
)
(IV.67)
combining this result with (IV.64) we find to leading order(
ξLµ (p)
ξLe (p)
)
p2≃M2µ
≃ ϕR1 (p)
(
1
θL(M
2
µ)
)
;
(
ξLµ (p)
ξLe (p)
)
p2≃M2e
≃ ϕL2 (p)
( −θL(M2e )
1
)
(IV.68)
where θL(p
2) is given by eqn. (IV.35) with p2 ≃M2µ , M2e respectively.
Thus we have confirmed that the alternative diagonalization procedure with rescaling the
fields and diagonalizing the resulting mass matrices with bi-unitary transformations yield the
same result as the direct procedure described in the previous sections, thereby establishing
that the results obtained above are robust.
V. RELATION TO LEPTON FLAVOR VIOLATING PROCESSES:
Charged leptonmixing via intermediate states of charged vector bosons and neutrino mass
eigenstates are directly related to lepton flavor violating processes. An important process
that is currently the focus of experimental searches[69, 70] and a recent proposal[71] is the
decay µ → e γ which is mediated by neutrino mass eigenstates[78–81] and the importance
of heavy sterile neutrinos in this process has been highlighted in ref.[82]. However, to the
best of our knowledge the relationship between this process and a mixed µ − e propagator
has not yet been explored. Such relationship is best understood in terms of the three-loop
muon self-energy diagram in fig. (3-(a)), the Cutkosky cut along the intermediate state of
the electron and photon yields the imaginary part of the muon propagator on its mass shell,
and determines the decay rate µ→ eγ, this is depicted in fig. (3-(b)).
(b)
µ e
W
γ
νjµ e µ
W W
γ
νj νi
(a)
FIG. 3: Lepton flavor violation: fig. (a): three loop contribution to Σµµ the Cutkosky cut through
the photon and electron intermediate state yields the imaginary part describing the flavor violating
decay µ→ eγ of fig.(b).
However, the self-energy diagram (3-(a)) is only one diagonal component of the full µ− e
self-energy, the corresponding three loop diagram for the off-diagonal component is shown
in fig. 4.
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µ e
W W
γ
νj νi e
FIG. 4: Three loop contribution to Σµe which is the off-diagonal counterpart of fig. (3(a).
Because of the different external particles, a Cutkosky cut of this diagram through the
photon and electron internal lines cannot be interpreted as a decay rate. However, this anal-
ysis clearly indicates the relationship between µ → eγ, a distinct indicator of lepton flavor
violation, and charged lepton mixing in self-energy diagrams, both a direct consequence of
neutrino mixing.
We note that whereas the branching ratio for µ → eγ is ∝ GFα|
∑
j UµjUje|2m2j we find
that the one-loop mixing angles are momentum dependent, different for different chiralities
and the largest angle for on-shell states corresponds to the negative chirality muon-like
combination, in which case the angle is of order GF
∑
j UµjU
∗
jem
2
j .
Possible other contributions: The diagram in fig. (3-(b)) suggests that µ− e mixing
may lead to further contributions. Consider the flavor blind electromagnetic vertices of µ
and e, if the mixing angles were momentum independent, unitarity of the transformation
would entail a GIM cancellation between off-diagonal terms in the electromagnetic vertices,
just as for neutral currents. However, muon-like and electron-like mass shells feature very
different mixing angles which suggests that off diagonal contributions arising from replacing
the µ and e fields in the electromagnetic vertices by the correct propagating states would not
cancel out because of different mixing angles. This can be seen from the relation between
the propagating states and the µ, e states given by eqns. (IV.50,IV.52), writing
ψµ = cos θ1ϕ1 − sin θ2ϕ2 ; ψe = cos θ2ϕ2 + sin θ1ϕ1 (V.1)
respectively for positive and negative chirality components with the respective angles θ1L =
θL(M
2
µ); θ2L = θL(M
2
e ) etc., it follows that the electromagnetic vertices feature a mixed term
of the form
∝ ϕ2LγµAµϕ1L(θ1L − θ2L) + L→ R , (V.2)
where the right handed angles are very different from the left handed counterparts. If the
mixing angle(s) were momentum independent θ1 = θ2 and this term would vanish in a
manner similar to the GIM mechanism. Furthermore the difference θ1L − θ2L is insensitive
to the choice of the local renormalization counterterms. Therefore mixing with momentum
and chirality dependent mixing angles suggests that the contribution to µ → eγ from the
vertex (V.2) depicted in fig. (5) becomes possible.
This contribution differs from that of fig. (3-(b)) in two major aspects: i) rather than
an extra W propagator, it features an electron propagator in the intermediate state, which
would suggest a large enhancement with respect to the usual contribution, ii) a very small
mixing angle which suppresses the enhancement from the electron propagator in the inter-
mediate state. Thus a detail study of both effects and their impact is required for a firmer
assessment.
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µ e
W
γ
νj
FIG. 5: Further contribution to Σµe from µ− e mixing.
This argument, however, needs to be scrutinized further by analyzing the imaginary part
of the propagators keeping both the diagonal electromagnetic contribution as well as the off
diagonal charged current contribution. Upon the diagonalization of the propagator there is
an interference between the diagonal and the off-diagonal terms, this can be gleaned from
(IV.14,IV.25). The imaginary part of the propagator evaluated at the mass shell of the
muon-like propagating mode, namely p2 ≃M2µ would yield the contribution to the diagram
of fig. (5) from the interference between the diagonal electromagnetic contribution which
features an imaginary part for p2 > M2e and the off-diagonal charged current contribution.
Since this is a contribution to the self energy of higher order than the ones considered
here, a firmer assessment of this new contribution merits further study and will be reported
elsewhere.
VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION:
We summarize and clarify some of the main results obtained above.
• Mixing: In this study mixing refers to the fact that the flavor eigenstates of charged
leptons, µ; e are not the propagating states. This is a consequence of self-energy cor-
rections that are off-diagonal in the flavor basis as a consequence of intermediate
states with neutrino mass eigenstates that connect the flavor states. As is standard in
quantum field theory, the propagating modes correspond to the poles of the full prop-
agator, because of the off-diagonal self-energy contributions these propagators become
an off diagonal matrix in flavor space, whose diagonalization yields the correct prop-
agating modes. We offered two complementary methods to understand the mixing
and diagonalization: (i) a direct diagonalization of the propagator matrix including
the one-loop self energy which features the off-diagonal terms, (ii) a diagonalization
of the effective action by first rescaling the fields to a canonical form followed by a
bi-unitary transformation to diagonalize the mass terms. Both approaches yield the
same result: mixing angles that depend on the corresponding mass shells and different
for right and left-handed components, these are given by (IV.49,IV.51) which are also
obtained via the procedure of rescaling the fields to a canonical form, diagonalizing
the mass matrices by a bi-unitary transformation and re-scaling back to find the re-
lation between the original flavor eigenstates and the propagating eigenstates yielding
the same mixing angles (see the discussion below eqns. (IV.62,IV.68). As described
with both methods, the transformations necessary to relate the flavor and propagating
eigenstates are manifestly non-local which is reflected on the different mixing angles
on the different mass shells.
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The mixing angles are GIM suppressed favoring heavier neutrinos in the intermediate
state and momentum and chirality dependent. This means that off-shell processes
necessarily mix charged leptons with virtuality and chirality dependent mixing angles.
For p2 ≪ M2W and assuming that the heaviest sterile neutrinos feature masses≪M2W ,
from eqn. (III.19) we find the positive and negative chirality mixing angles for µ − e
mixing
θR ≃ GF
4π2
Me
Mµ
∑
j
UµjU
∗
jem
2
j ; θL(p
2) ≃ GF
4π2
p2
M2µ
∑
j
UµjU
∗
jem
2
j (VI.1)
thus the mixing angles are dominated by the heaviest generation of neutrinos, and
the difference of mixing angles at the different mass shells is insensitive to the choice
of local renormalization counterterms. In particular if heavy sterile neutrinos do
exist, these new degrees of freedom will yield the largest contribution to charged
lepton mixing. Considering for example that there is only one generation of heavy
sterile neutrinos with mass MS , and assuming that Uµi ≃ Uei, the recent results
from the PIENU collaboration at TRIUMF[58] reporting an upper limit |Uei|2 ≤ 10−8
(90%C.L.) in the neutrino mass region 60−129MeV/c2 allows us to estimate an upper
bound for the negative chirality mixing angle near the µ mass shell,
θL(p
2 ≃M2µ)− θL(p2 ≃M2e ) ≤ 10−14
( MS
100MeV
)2
. (VI.2)
Oscillations are manifest in the off diagonal density matrix elements in the flavor
basis. These, however, average out on unobservable small time scales thus coherence
(off-diagonal density matrix elements in the flavor basis) is suppressed by these rapid
oscillations and is not experimentally relevant.
• Renormalization: The off-diagonal component of the self-energy (in the µ−e basis),
features ultraviolet divergences, which are regularized in dimensional regularization
consistently with the underlying gauge symmetry. The renormalization counterterm
has been chosen in the MS scheme as is commonly done. The fact that the renor-
malized Lagrangian requires an off-diagonal counterterm is again a consequence of
the fact that intermediate states with neutrino mass eigenstates mix the flavor fields
µ − e. However, the counterterm in the renormalized Lagrangian is local and cannot
completely remove the mixing between the flavor fields, this is manifest in the non-
local and finite contribution to the off-diagonal self-energy given by eqn. (III.9) for
the short distance contribution and (III.14) for the long-distance contribution. These
finite contributions are momentum dependent and feature absorptive cuts above the
two particle threshold corresponding to the intermediate state of a charged vector
boson and a neutrino mass eigenstate.
The momentum dependence leads to the different mixing angles on the mass shells
as discussed in detail in the previous section, and the absorptive part gives rise to
off-shell processes that involve the mixing of the flavor fields. In particular the dif-
ference between the mixing angles at the two mass shells is independent of the local
counterterm which is also obviously irrelevant for the absorptive part.
• Lepton flavor violation: The relationship between the off-diagonal self energy
and lepton flavor violating processes becomes manifest by explicitly comparing the
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Feynman diagram in fig. (2) for the self energy with l−α = µ; l
−
β = e with that of
the lowest order lepton flavor violating process µ → eγ in fig. (3 -(b)): neglecting
the photon line, the intermediate state of W − νj is the same as for the self-energy
(2), namely: the mixing of flavors as a consequence of an off-diagonal self-energy in
the µ − e basis has the same physical origin as the lepton-flavor violating process
µ → eγ. The direct relationship between the off-diagonal self-energy and µ → eγ is
shown explicitly in figs. (3,4 ). Diagram (3-(a)) is the µ − µ (diagonal) part of the
self-energy, its Cutkosky cut across the W-line yields the imaginary part describing
the process µ → eγ in (3-(b)). The same types of intermediate states yield the off-
diagonal µ − e contribution to the self-energy, displayed in fig.(4 ) clearly indicating
that the physical origin of the mixing of µ − e flavor fields is the same as the lepton
flavor violating transitions µ→ eγ. Upon writing the charged lepton fields in terms of
the propagating modes in flavor diagonal vertices in the interaction Lagrangian, the
momentum dependent field redefinition associated with the rescaling and bi-unitary
transformation, namely the mixing, yields novel interaction vertices in terms of the
propagating modes that depend on the difference of the mixing angles at the different
mass shells, this difference is independent of the local renormalization counterterm. A
simple example is the electromagnetic vertex which is flavor diagonal, upon writing
it in terms of the propagating modes ϕ1,2 it describes an interaction between these in
terms of the difference between the mixing angles at the mass shells, see eqn. (V.2)
that leads to potentially new observable contributions such as that displayed in fig.(5)
that merit further study.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER QUESTIONS
In this article we studied charged lepton oscillations and mixing. The decay of pseu-
doscalar mesons leads to an entangled quantum state of neutrinos and charged leptons (we
focused on π,K decay leading to µ, e). If the neutrinos are not observed, tracing over their
degrees of freedom leads to a density matrix for the charged leptons whose off-diagonal
elements in the flavor basis reveals charged lepton oscillations. While these oscillations de-
cohere on unobservably small time scales . 10−23 s, we recognize that they originate in a
common set of intermediate states for the charged leptons. This realization motivated us
to study the mixed µ− e self-energies and we recognized that charged-current interactions
lead to a dominant “short distance” contribution to µ−e mixing via W-exchange and an in-
termediate neutrino mass eigenstate, and a subdominant (by a large factor) “long distance”
contribution to mixing via an intermediate state with a pseudoscalar meson and neutrino
mass eigenstate. We include the leading contribution in the propagator matrix for the µ− e
system focusing on the off-diagonal terms which imply µ− e mixing. We find that the mix-
ing angles are chirality and momentum dependent, the chirality dependence is a consequence
of V − A charge current interactions. Diagonalizing the kinetic term and the mass matrix
by bi-unitary transformations or alternatively diagonalizing the propagator, displays the
poles which describe muon-like and electron-like propagating modes (“mass eigenstates”)
for which we find explicitly the wave functions, but the mixing angles evaluated on the
respective mass shells (and chiralities) are very different. We find the positive and negative
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chirality momentum dependent mixing angles for p2 ≪ M2W to be approximately given by
θR ≃ GF
4π2
Me
Mµ
∑
j
UµjU
∗
jem
2
j ; θL(p
2) ≃ GF
4π2
p2
M2µ
∑
j
UµjU
∗
jem
2
j (VII.1)
therefore dominated by the heaviest generation of sterile neutrinos. The difference of mixing
angles at the different mass shells is independent of local renormalization counterterms. For
one (dominant) generation of massive sterile neutrinos with mass MS, the recent results
from the PIENU collaboration at TRIUMF[58], suggests
θL(p
2 ≃M2µ)− θL(p2 ≃M2e ) ≤ 10−14
( MS
100MeV
)2
. (VII.2)
Flavor diagonal interaction vertices feature novel interactions once written in terms of the
fields associated with the propagating modes or mass eigenstates. In particular the electro-
magnetic vertex, yields an interaction between the muon-like and electron-like propagating
modes which is another manifestation of lepton flavor violation. The (four) momentum
dependence of the µ − e mixing angle may be the source of novel off-shell effects whose
potential observational manifestation merits further study. We expect to report on ongoing
study on these issues elsewhere.
We discussed the relationship between the lepton flavor violating decay µ→ eγ, the focus
of current searches[69, 70] and proposals[71], and charged lepton mixing, pointing out that
a positive measurement of the former confirms the latter. Furthermore, we advance the
possibility of further contributions to µ → eγ arising from the fact that the µ − e mixing
angle is momentum dependent and differs substantially on the mass shells of the propagating
modes voiding a GIM mechanism for the electromagnetic vertices.
Furthermore, in order to present the main arguments in the simplest case, in this article
we have not considered CP-violating phases in the mixing matrix elements Uαj , including
these phases merit further study since this aspect could indicate potentially rich CP-violating
phenomena from the charged lepton sector induced by CP-violation from the neutrino sector
which merits further and deeper study.
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